
Practice vocabulary, learn cooking terms and practice dialogues in a coffee shop.
Listening and Reading comprehension

Activity One – Questions
Ask and answer the questions with your partner

1. Do you prefer tea or coffee?
2. Do you like to eat cakes in the afternoon?
3. What is your favourite sweet food?
4. What is you favourite coffee or tea?

Activity Two – Vocabulary
A. Match the correct noun with the right picture

NOUNS

• teaspoon

• baking powder

• self raising flour

• mixer 

• oven  

• mixture 

• cake tin 

• wire rack 

• filling 

• double cream 

B. Mime the VERBS with your teacher then guess what the other students are doing

• whip up

• pop / put 

• evenly

• blend 

• beat 

• preheat 

• grab 

Would you like a cup of tea?



Activity Three – Adjectives
Let's learn some adjectives to describe our coffee or tea.  Match the adjective with the description

Strong  (coffee) Lacking strength.  Diluted
Weak (tea) an unspecified number, more than one
Double Made of herbs
Some High temperature
Herbal Low temperature
Green  (tea) Made from leaves
Iced Two equal parts
Cold Intense flavour
Hot Drink cooled with pieces of ice

Activity four – Gap fill
Try to fill in the gaps with the vocabulary you learnt in the last two activities

I like tea but not too ___________
I don't just like to have one espresso, I always order a ___________
People use a ___________ to stir their coffee and tea
We bake cakes on our ___________
Cakes don't rise unless you use _________  _________  
I like my tea _________ not iced
I prefer to drink __________ coffee so I add lots of water

Activity five – Reading comprehension
Read the information below with your partner and then answer the comprehension questions
Look for the important information in the text to answer the questions

Victoria Sponge Cake video recipe: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fyy5t-tL0xA 

Today I'm making Victoria sponge cake. The ingredients you'll need are: 4 eggs, 2 teaspoons of baking 
powder, 225 grams of caster sugar, self raising flour and butter.

This recipe couldn't be any easier. We've got one bowl and we're going to put all the ingredients in.
Starting with the eggs, the caster sugar, baking powder, self raising flour and finally the butter.
Now grab your mixer and blend all the ingredients until combined, making sure you don't overbeat.

Preheat your oven to 160 degrees fan. For other temperatures, they'll be listed here..
Evenly divide your sponge mixture into two eight inch cake tins.

Pop them in the oven for about 25 minutes, but keep an eye on them at the end.
Once cooked, leave in the tins for 10 minutes to cool and then transfer to a wire rack to cool for a further 
ten minutes.

For the fillings spread as little or as much jam as you want, and whip up some double cream and spread it 
over the top.
For decoration I'm adding strawberries and a sprinkle of castor sugar.
So that's Victoria sponge cake. Easy.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fyy5t-tL0xA


Comprehension Questions:

1. How many eggs do we need?
2. What do we have to be careful not to do when we blend the ingredients in the mixer?
3. How many cake tins do we need? What size? What do we put in the tins?
4. How long do we cook the cakes for?
5. What do we do with the cakes once they have finished cooking?
6. What do we use for the filling and what do we use to decorate the cake?

Activity six – Listening Comprehension
Listen to the Song and Answer the Questions.  Remember to listen to the important words to anwer the 
questions
https://youtu.be/H3MqmV47Lq8 
The Coffee Song (Frank Sinatra)

Questions:

● What do they have in Brazil?
● How much do they have?
● What can you not get in Brazil?
● What vocabulary words about food or drinks do you hear? 
● What do you put coffee in?
● What does coffee come from?

LYRICS

Way down among Brazilians

Coffee beans grow by the billions

So they've got to find those extra cups to fill

They've got an awful lot of coffee in Brazil

You can't get cherry soda

'Cause they've got to fill that quota

And the way things are I'll bet they never will

They've got a zillion tons of coffee in Brazil

No tea or tomato juice

You'll see no potato juice

The planters down in Santos all say no no no

The politician's daughter

Was accused of drinking water

And was fined a great big fifty dollar bill

They've got an awful lot of coffee in Brazil

You date a girl and find out later

She smells just like a percolator

Her perfume was made right on the grill

Why they could percolate the ocean in Brazil

And when their ham and eggs need savor

Coffee ketchup gives 'em flavor

Coffee pickles way outsell the dill

Why they put coffee in the coffee in Brazil

So your lead to the local color

Serving coffee with a cruller

Dunking doesn't take a lot of skill

They've got an awful lot of coffee in Brazil

https://youtu.be/H3MqmV47Lq8


Activity seven – Dialogues and role plays
Read the dialogues below and create a roleplay simulation with your partner or teacher

You are visiting a town by the seaside in England.

You stop at a café. You are the only customer and the waitress comes to your table and starts a 
conversation.

She is very friendly and interested when you tell her you are from France and she will ask you lots of 
questions about what it's like to live in France.

You are also very curious about life in the UK and in this particular town.

● Ask her to give you ideas about what kind of activities you can do during the day and where the good 
places are for going out in the evening.

Now it's time to order your drink!

Use the options in italics to help you decide what to order. You can adapt them to your personal 
preference. The waitress will explain any words you don't know:

If you would like coffee:

Waitress: How do you take your coffee?
Customer: Please could I have...
A coffee with milk / A strong coffee with one sugar / A cappuccino with 2 sugars / A weak coffee with lots 
of milk / A decaf coffee with no milk and no sugar / A strong black coffee  with a sweetener / An espresso 

If you prefer tea:

Waitress: What kind of tea would you like?
Customer: Please could I have...

A herbal tea with one sugar / An English breakfast tea with milk but no sugar / A pot of Earl Grey tea with 
some cold milk / An iced tea

The café also sells cake!        

The waitress brings you the cakes menu and asks you which one you would like.

Waitress: What kind of cake would you like?
Customer: Please could I have...

A slice of chocolate cake /  Some carrot cake / A piece of cherry pie  / A slice of Victoria Sponge cake / A 
blueberry muffin
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